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Abstract. This paper presents different methods for analyzing short term groundstructure interaction for segmented tunnel lining. These include an analytical
solution (AS) proposed by Naggar and Hincherberger (2008), a hybrid method
(geotechnical model combined with a structural model) and numerical modeling in
two and three dimensions using the Finite Element Method (FEM). The analytical
solution demands less time than numerical solutions, furthermore, it allows making
sensibility analysis to soil parameters. However, analytical solutions are limited by
their hypotheses, for instance, assuming plane strain condition. 2D numerical
modeling permits obtaining approximate results in less time than the 3D modeling,
assuming that the characteristics of elements used for the joints are appropriate. On
the other hand, the 2D numerical and analytical analysis lead to a flexible response
of segmented lining and may underestimate internal forces. Numerical modeling in
3D is the most complete option because it allows the representation of the
fundamental aspects of the problem, principally coupling between contiguous rings
and boundary conditions. Nevertheless, 3D analyses may require excessive
computing time.
Keywords. Analytical solution, hybrid method, numerical modelling, volume
elements, plate-type elements, joints, connections, interfaces.

1. Introduction
Modern tunnel boring machines (TBMs) allow the construction of tunnels with
segmented lining. When analyzing ground-lining interaction, the longitudinal and crossjoints require special attention. An analytical solution (AS) to realize this type of analysis
and considering the effect of longitudinal joints was proposed in [4]. The results achieved
with AS are quite similar to those obtained by 2D numerical modeling in which the
segmented lining tunnels are modeled with plate-type elements and elastic-plastic
connections [7]. In addition, the geotechnical and structural model can be combined
(hybrid method, HM) to represent the behavior of tunnel linings embedded in soft soils
such as those of Mexico City presenting an elastic or viscous-elastic behavior [5].
Different authors [1] and [11] have represented coupling between segmented lining
rings, using 3D beams and springs models and the Finite Element Method; they observed
that the coupling between segmented linings leads to a stiffer behavior. The Engineering
Institute of UNAM (II-UNAM) performed numerical simulations considering the
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volume and interface elements for representing the coupled rings and obtained a similar
stiffer behavior [7].
II-UNAM has proposed a geotechnical methodology for analyzing and designing of
circular tunnels embedded in soils. This methodology allows obtaining stresses and
displacements in the ground due to the tunnel construction [9]. Likewise, the
methodology enables performing analysis of ground-tunnel interaction for linings
without longitudinal joints.
These different methods for analyzing ground-segmented tunnel linings are
presented below and the results are compared. The segmented linings of the project of
deep drainage tunnel (TEO) are considered.
1.1. Analytical methodology
The Analytical Solution (AS) [4] was introduced in the II-UNAM methodology for
performing ground-structure analysis in the case of segmented tunnel linings. The initial
stress state includes the effects of tunnel construction [8]. The AS assumes that the joints
present an elastic behavior.
1.2. Hybrid Method (HM)
The Hybrid Method (HM) requires interaction between geotechnical and structural
models. The first allows representing the mechanical ground behavior and different
stages of tunnel construction. The joints effect is taken into account applying a reduction
factor (α) to the bending stiffness [10]. The structural model permits representing the
non-linear 2D behavior of the segments and joints. Factor (α) is obtained by trial and
error, using the Hybrid Method (HM) combining geotechnical and structural models [10].
1.3. 2D Numerical Modelling
This modeling was performed employing PLAXIS 2D software simulating segmented
tunnel linings through plate-type and joints elements whose behavior is elastic-plastic.
The rotational stiffness (Kθ) and yield momentum (MPa) are obtained through an iterative
procedure assuming a rotation-momentum relationship for longitudinal joints [8] and
[12].
1.4. 3D Numerical Modelling
This modeling was performed using PLAXIS 3D software and the coupling between
segmented linings was simulated. Structural elements (segments, longitudinal and crossjoints) were represented by volume and interface elements with Mohr-Coulomb and
linear elastic constitutive behavior, respectively (Figure 3).

2. Case study
A section of two segmented linings of a deep drainage tunnel in Mexico City (TEO) was
analyzed. The tunnel is being constructed using the TBM machine. The site stratigraphy
corresponds to lacustrine deposits of Mexico City which is composed primarily of highly
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compressible clay interspersed with sandy or silt layers and subdivided into six defined
layers: CS, FAS, LA, CD, FAI and DP (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Geotechnical model and existing structures.

Table 1. Ground properties.
stratum
CS
FAS
L
CD
FAI
DP

γ
(kN/m3)
14
12
14
14
12
14

e
6
5.5
-

C´
(kN/m2)
10
0
30
30
0
100

E´
(kN/m2)
20000
0.3 4
550
30000
30000
0.2 3.5
670
20000

ϕ´(°) Cr Cc
30
40
40
40
40
30

ν´
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.3
0.4

E
(kN/m2)
22222
5500
33834
33834
6700
22222

ν
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

The mechanical properties of the ground are shown in Table 1. The tunnel has an
external radius of 4.2 m, the thickness of segments is 35cm; the ring length is 1.5m and
the center of the tunnel is located at a depth of 34m (Figure 3). The mechanical properties
of the structure tunnel are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Mechanical properties of segments and interfaces.
Element
Volume (segment)
Ring-Ring
Segment-Segment

Constitutive
model
Mohr-Coulomb
Linear-Elastic
Linear-Elastic

γ1
kN/m3
24
-

E
kN/m2
2.6x107
1000
1000

ʆ
0.15
0.20
0.20

The segmented lining analyzed with AS is presented in Figure 2a. Symmetrical
joints distribution with respect to the vertical axis of the tunnel cross section is assumed.
The segmented lining current of the deep tunnel project is shown in figure 2b and 2c.
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Figure 2. Segmented tunnel linings with different joints distributions.

Figure 3. 3D Numerical modelling.

3. Results of analysis
The presence of lateral embankments and water canal originate a non-symmetrical
distribution of initial stresses (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Initial stresses.

The radial and shear stresses resulting from the ground-structure interaction analysis
were obtained using the four different methods mentioned before (section 1.1-1.4). For
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the HM method, a reduction factor α=0.5 was obtained, coinciding with values proposed
in [5]. The results obtained by the different methods were similar; however, the 3D
analysis generates minimum and maximum peak stresses in the joints (Figure 5).
The horizontal diametrical convergence was obtained by the different methods. The
3D modeling produces smaller convergence than the other methods, due to the coupling
between segmented linings and different distribution of joints inducing a stiffer behavior.
(Table 3).
Bending moments in the segmented tunnel linings are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Radial and shear stresses around tunnel a) Ring 1 b) Ring 2.

Table 3. Horizontal diametrical convergence.
Method
AS
HM
2D (ring 1)
2D (ring 2)
3D

Horizontal convergence
cm
7.67
8.35
8.66
8.20
6.82
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Bending moment distributions obtained with AS and 2D modeling are similar. In
the 2D modeling, the joints with elastic-plastic behavior reach the fluency limit and the
bending moments obtained are smaller than those suggested by the AS.
The 3D modeling presents the largest bending moments. Coupling between lining
rings and the explicit consideration of the geometry of segments reduce the deformation
and lead to a stiffer system.

Figure 6. Internal forces around ring 1 and ring 2.

4. Conclusions
Four interaction analyses between the ground and segmented tunnel linings were
presented. An analytical solution by Naggar and Heinchberger (2008) was introduced in
a methodology developed by II-UNAM. A hybrid method combining geotechnical and
structural models was also used. Finally, numerical modelling in two and three
dimensions were performed using the Finite Element Method (FEM).
The analytical and numerical methods presented in this research were shown to be
acceptable for performing ground-structure interaction analyses for segmented tunnels
linings, provided the results are interpreted correctly, taking into account the hypotheses
involved in each method.
The analytical solution demands less time than numerical solutions. Furthermore, it
allows making swift analysis of sensibility to soil parameters. However, the analytical
method is limited by the hypotheses involved such as considering a plane strain condition
and a symmetric distribution of joints.
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2D modelling suggests a flexible behavior of the tunnel and can underestimate the
internal forces.
The numerical modelling in 3D is the most complete because it allows representing
the most fundamental aspects of the problem, principally the coupling between
segmented linings rings and the boundary conditions of ground and structure. Their main
disadvantage is the computational cost.
II-UNAM keeps studying the interface elements used in FEM for a better
representation of longitudinal and cross-joints behavior.
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